Detect and monitor COVID-19 lung infections

QuEST's machine learning solution helps your customers quickly find and track lung infections in patients, including COVID-19, using chest x-ray images. The solution integrates with your equipment and provides a suggested diagnosis to radiologists in minutes, adding value to your customers and providing you with a pathway to additional revenue.
As the pandemic continues to rage, our focus has been to deliver a solution that can support the healthcare professionals effectively. Since the fight against COVID-19 is all about faster screening and immediate isolation of maximum number of people, we aim to accelerate the screening time as much as possible. The AI-based solution will make radiography examinations much faster by leveraging modern image diagnostic systems. As we continue to add more features, we aim to reduce the screening time to less than a minute.
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Start improving your operation with IoT

- Contact us to discuss how we can help: Sales-US@quest-global.com
- Learn more about our IoT and Azure solution: https://www.quest-global.com/

About QuEST Global Digital

QuEST Global Digital is headquartered in Texas. It offers engineering services, enterprise solutions, Azure IoT services, and is a Cosell ready in-market partner in the Microsoft Partner Network. Providing solutions like vision analytics, asset monitoring, fleet management and energy management by leveraging IoT sensors and technologies.